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The times are still a-changing

Trends and attitudes may be coming full circle, though
by Greg Watson

The last four decades have remained unique in themselves,
each with their own trends,
events and people which have
made it different.
The 1950s were conservative,
but with an underlying youth
movement, as were the early
1960s. The late 1960s were a time
of "free love," civil rights and
South turmoil. The 1970s have
een called the "me" decade and
the 1980s were years of a nation
trying to regroup and regain its
confidence, according to a local
authority.
Crystal Kile, graduate assistant in popular culture, said the
1950s were the bcgining of the
youth culture, in which the
younger generation dominated
many of the trends.
The youth culture enhanced the
popularity of rock and roll and
musicians such as Elvis, Bill
Haley and the Comets, and Chuck
Berry, Kile said.
The growth of the television industry in the '50s caused movie
attendance to fall by one-third
and the nature of the movies to
change, Kile said.
The movie industry began to
produce more movies so theaters
could show more kinds of movies

to compete with the large variety
of programs on television, she
said.
Popular slogans and fads of the
era included the "I Like Ike" slogan used in the 1952 election, hula
hoops, coonskin caps, and cars
with big fins. Some of the big
celebrities of the time were
James Dean and Elvis, and John
F. Kennedy gained popularity
near the end of the decade.
Kile said the 1960s can be divided into two sections, the early
•60s [1960-1964] and the late '60s (
1965-'69].
The early '60s were more of an
an expansion of the late 1950s,
with false hope produced by Kennedy's New Frontier political
system, she said.
'' (The early part of the decade ]
started out with cliche hope,"
Kile said.
The early 1960s did see a
growth of social awareness with
the popularity of Bob Dylan, Joan
Baez and the Kingston Trio, she
said.
The most significant events of
the early 1960S were the assasination of Kennedy and the arrival of
the Beatles shortly thereafter,
she said.
Kile said the music of the era,
with the popularity of Motown
and the Beach Boys, reflected the
carefree attitude of the era.
The innocence of the era went
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movement, she said.
"Women were being asked to
make the coffee, but not be part
of the civil rights movement,"
Kile said.
Television of the 1960s has been
described by many critics as a
"vast wasteland," Kile said.
-Crystal Kile, popular
"(One critic] looked at shows
such
as 'Green Acres' and 'Beculture graduate
witched' and said, 'All those peoassistant ple must have been on drugs,"
she said.
Kile said television also tried to
,vith a growing consciousness of capture the growing youth
civil rights and the Vietnam con- movement with such snows as
"Laugh In" and "The Mod
flict,
"In the mid-1960s, all innocence Squad."
While the youth movement
was shattered by the Gulf of Tonkin," Kile said.
grew, Kile said the "Silent
Some of the lost innocence Majority," headed by Richard
could be seen on the Beatles Nixon, was also gaining populari"Rubber Soul" album cover, with tythe "weird lettering and picThe late 1960s also saw a growture," Kile said.
ing use of drugs, especially mariIn 1965, protest against U.S juana and LSD, Kile said, and the
intervention in Vietnam intensi- sexual revolution, which was
fied with staged protests, "hap- helped by the availability of "the
penings," anti-war slogans such pilL"
Significant events of the late
as "make love, not war," and the
1960s included the police raid on
burning of draft cards.
The civil rights movement the Chicago Democratic convengained momentum with the tion in 1968, the the assasination
frowth of "Black Power," and of King and Robert Kennedy in
arger followings of Martin '68, and the moon landing and
Luther King Jr. and Malcom X, Woodstock in 1969, Kile said.
Important people of the late
she said.
The women's liberation move- 1960s included the Who, the Kenment came out of the civil rights nedy's, King, Andy Warhol, Janis

"People are
wondering what we
are going to do."
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Joplin, Jim Morrison, "bubblegum" rockers such as The Archies, and Timothy Leary, Kile
said.
1970 was a year of transition.
"The fact that the 'revolution'
was not going to come was widely
accepted," Kile said. "After Kent
State, people realized the 'revolution' was not worth getting shot
over."
Politically, people lost faith of
the government because of the
resignation of Spiro Agnew and
the Watergate scandle, Kile said.
Starting in 1971, television producers tried to make more quality programs, getting rid of shows
such as "Green Acres" and
"Beverly Hillbillies" and replacing them with "All in the Family/' "The Mary Tyler Moore
Show" and "M.A.S.H," she said.
The film industy also saw the
growing popularity of Vietnam
movies such as "The Deer Hunter" and "Apocalypse Now" and
disaster movies such as "Airflane," "Earthquake," and "The
oisedence Adventure," Kile
said.
While the women's liberation
was being strengthened, especially with the founding of "Ms"
by Gloria Steinham, Kile said the
television industry "did not know
how to deal with women's lib, so
they did not deal with it at all."
I i See D«cad*t, page 8.
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The movies have ways
of making you watch
by Lori Miller

Moviegoers usually have a
wide choice of movies to see at
the nearest cinema, but according to one film analyst, the movies available are not always what
the general public would like to
see.
The movies running now are
what the film industry thinks the
public wants, but the "industry is
[not always] the best judge,"
said English professor Ralph
Wolfe.
Members of the film industry
try to convince the public what
movies they will like by giving
certain films more advertising
and more hype, Wolfe said.
However, many times people
think they will like the movie because of the advertisments they
see, but after watching the movie, they realize they did not like it
at all, he said.
Sometimes, the film industry is
not interested in what the public
wants or the public's attitudes.
"The industry in interested in

bankable people," he said.
For example, Arnold Schwarzenegger is a bankable person,
Wolfe said.
While some movies receive too
much attention, others do not
receive enough, he said.
For example, Kevin Costner
had a lot of trouble convincing
movie companies and other movie personnel to take a chance with
his movie, "Dances with Wolves," because the film industry
did not think it would be a success, he said.
Another surprise hit to the film
industry was Ghost."
"Ghost" did not have much violence — it was more about human
relationships, he said.
However, another University
professor has different reasons
about what makes movies popular.
The publicity a movie receives
and the actors in the movie do affect how successful a movie is but
there are other factors, said Jack
Nachbar, director of the University's film studies program.
Current trends and the material in movies also play a major

role in how successful a movie
will be, Nachbar said.
For example, movies in the
1950s of juvenile deliquency and
adolescence were topics in which
kids were interested, he said.
Now, however, youths are not
as interested in the growing up
process as youths in the '50s
were, Nachbar said.
Another major change in movies is more coverage of aspects
which were not seen in earlier
years — especially more sex and
violence.
The film industry originated
the rating system in 1968 — which
allowed more use of touchy items
such as sex and violence, Nachbar said.
The rating system ended the
voluntary censorship code and if
movie makers wanted violence in
their films, the movie would
receive a more restrictive rating.
Our attitudes and beliefs do affect what movies are popular,
Nachbar said, and the content of
movies will change with our
changing attitudes.
"Things can't stay exactly the
same," Re said.

Clothes not for real people
by Jackie Porter

As I look through the current fashion magazines,
the pressing question that enters my mind is —
who the heck is actually going to wear this stuff?
I mean, has anyone really LOOKED at what
these models are wearing lately? The clothes are
designed anatomically impossible. A normal human being would have to sell their soul to liposuction to fit into them and have a lobotomy to wear
them.
Case in point:

I was leafing through a few current issues of
some popular fashion magazines and I noticed the
outfit on one of the covers. The model was wearing
a throwback Andy Warhol print on a sequined
stretch minidress. It had to be a size two at best —
a Barbie doll would have problems getting into it.
It looked like an evening dress tripping on acid.
Another example:
I saw Sandra Bernhard, the epitome of skinniness, wearing an outfit that appeared to be paper
snowflake cutout bikini with a white peacock tail
chiffon-like appendage. It was an outfit even Cher
would blush in.
I don't want to sound like the Church Lady, but
these are not exactly outfits I would wear to my ice
cream social. Why does the fashion industry persist in creating clothes that nobody will wear even
if they could afford them, which in most cases they
can't considering a plain white shirt has a price
UgofJlM.
For $154 it had better perform magic tricks and
glow in the dark for that kind of money.
What the designers of today need to realize is
that the majority of the shoppers in this world are
not willing to pay through the nose to buy a shirt
they can get at a K-Mart blue light special for five
bucks.
Also, they need to take a gandering at the people
that are actually going to purchase these objects

¥**

d'art. They're not going to be the negative number
sized models that make those duds look so wonderful. They will be people like you and me who have a
chest that is practically nonexistent and hips and
little bulges here and here and here... well, you get
the picture.
Another major flaw in the so-called fashion industry is the types of aparrel thev are attempting
to market as clothes. Now you teU me, are the the
items you see in magazines and runways the kind
of things you would want to buy your mother for
Christmas? Or wear to an interview? Or even to
class? I wouldn't want to wear a neon-sequined bra
to my exam (or anywhere else for that matter).
The glare of it might just blind everyone, not to
mention the fact that it would probably fall to my
ankles since I lack anything to support it. But
that's besides the point.
I'm telling you, the people of this world should
rebel against the fashion world. We need a magazine that depicts what people really wear. Show
the typical person wearing grubby sweats they
threw on five minutes before class. Take a picture
of someone wearing a pair of ripped jeans and a
dirty sweatshirt — and the transformation when a
college student chokes when they actually put on a
shirt that has a collar and a tie to boot.
Get models that wear normal sizes — like a size
or two above six. I mean really, the last time most
women wore that particular size was back in junior high school during puberty. And that size
period only lasted about two weeks.
Actually, I don't mean to be so down on fashion
— in reality I'm very fashion concious. I know I
sound facitious, but just once I'd like to see an outfit I can actually wear, or at least be able to attempt to try it on. Also, when I look at the caption
which includes the price, I wish the outfit wouldn't
require a major bank loan or a second mortgage to
purchase it. I don't think that's too much to ask —
is it? I enjoy to look at these outfits, but someone
should stop and think about the rest of the world
and what we really want to wear to an exam.

Its hot! Its new! ITSYOLI
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Hot Fashion
She's no dummy when II comes to lashlon.

Sixties dominate
trends in fashion
by Jacqueline Porter

Fashion conscious students needing some new additions to their wardrobes
can see what is in by looking
back at a different time.
"Sixties is everything
right now," said Fashion
Merchandsing Association
fashion show chair Tare
Moynihan. "But it's a more
sophistcated look."
Moynihan said today's
aparrel has a cleaner and
defined appearance compared to theWs.
"All that is going on in
fashion is a reflection of that
Ceriod." she said. "The
right colors, flowers, miniskirts, thigh high boots, are
good examples.
Local stores are featuring
clothing with a sophisticated sixties influence ranging from jackets to bathing
suits.
Bright neon colors and
coordinates are a focus of
retail stock this season, said
Treacy Barkacs, assistant

manager of Ten Below, 1234
N. Main.
"Neon has come back
from last year, but this year
everything has more of a
dressy look," she said. "We
are featuring more matching outfits and jackets to go
with these outfits."
Basic black and white, as
well as polka dots, are also
popular items, she added.
At Jeans n' Things, 531
Ridge St., bathing suits are
also have a bright sixties'
influence.
"The bathing suits we
have are in bright neon
colors and more florals,"
said manager Linda Rood.
"Bikinis are also more popular than one piece suits this
year."
The reasons for these reflections back to that time
period has been the changes
In society itself, Moynihan
said.
"The war, financial turmoil, and the recession have
been direct influences on
fashion," she said. "It's a
reaction — it happened in
the twenties, in the sixties
and it's happening now."
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New hot, cold music appearing
by Frank Esposlto

Trying to predict the trends
that popular (and not-so-popular I
music will experience over any
length of time is like playing
hackey sack in a hurricane. Just
when you think you've got a sure
thing, your whole sense of who
you are, where you are, and what
you're doing is turned upsidedown. But in a world where
Americans act surprised and
elated at their ability to crush a
smaller, lesser nation in an
armed conflict, surprise is
healthy.
Here's a few observations as
the summer of '91 starts to heat

things up.
HOT:RAP, RAP, RAP :
There's no denying it, the sound
of the streets has arrived. It's
throwing out Top Ten hits like
popcorn balls and it's no longer
being seen as just a fad. I mean,
think about it, in the past year,
rap has spawned dance smashes
(MC Hammer, Digital UnderSround), censorship trials (2 Live
rew), inter-racial tension (Vanilla Ice), an Afrocentric resurgence (A Tribe Called Quest,
X-Clan), its own bubblegum music (Young MC, Tone-Loc), its
own hardcore (NWA, Ice Cube,
Geto Boys) and a new release
from thejenre's premiere artists
(Public Enemy). That's eclectic,
folks. Anybody who claims "all

rap sounds the same" anymore
should ditch their Boston S-tracks
and get with the program.
NOT: LAMBADA : Who really
payed attention in the first place,
besides sexually-repressed
housewives who hoped to see
Patrick Swayze's pelvis thrust in
Dirty Dancing II : Viva Lambada! I'm afraid we're not quite
that multi-cultural yet.

NOT:METAL DOMINATION :
Remember when the radio tyrants were running scared a few
years back when Guns N' Roses,
Bon Jovi, Poison, and co. were
running rampant? Well, things
have kinda cooled off. Now the
Top 40 has to depend on Tesla
covering '60s pop hits and an
umpteenth AC/DC comeback to
fill their quota.
HOT:PROGRESIVE CROSHOT: DANCE : Go ahead, say SOVER : C'mon, everybody's doit. It's the New Disco. Every- ing it. Such longtime college
where you look and up and down heroes as Depecne Mode, the
your radio dial. C&C Music Fac- Cure, the Smithereens are now
tory, Dee-Lite, Bell Biv Devoe, stars. The Divinyls are gonna be
DNA, and friends are kicking it. next as "I Touch Myself' climbs
And pop hasn't seen anything like the charts. U2 gave up any
the one-two punch of Janet Jack- dreams of counterculture
•e godson and Madonna in a long time.
hood a long time ago, and R.E.M.

has just released Out of Time, an
impressive new album which,
like R.E.M.'s two previous
albums, will probably go platinum and feature a couple of Top
40 hits. Hey, it's OK. You can still
like them, even if they're rock
stars.
NOT:THOSE DAMN PRETENTIOUS OVER-LADEN CLICHED LOVE SONGS SUNG BY
SOME DIVA WITH A GREAT
VOICE (BUT A PLASTIC SOUL)
WHO WOULDN'T KNOW
PATHOS IF IT SUDDENLY
REACHED UP ONE DAY AND
SMEARED HER MASCARA
EVEN MORE THAN THOSE
TEARS SHE FAKED FOR THE
VIDEO DID : Hey, I can dream.

France a world Here's what is hot, not
leader in swim at BGSCI for this spring
season fashion
by Suzy Patterson
AP Fashion Writer

PARIS (AP) — Ever since the
skin-revealing bikini was invented 44 years ago by French engineer Louis Reard, this country
has had a reputation for producing and sporting the world's
sexiest swim wear.
Along with Rio de Janeiro, the
French Riviera is still the place
where it's practically de rigueur
to discard your top and go ''monokini," or throw the whole thing
away for the several nudist beaches offshore or around Saint
Tropez.
But fortunately for those with
less than perfect show-off figures,
France is offering some superb
and even modest new choices in
swimwear and beach cover-ups
for next summer.
Trends upcoming for the '90s
are often dictated by the fabrics.
Those wonderful stretch lycra satins (with a bow to aerobics salons) help turn the old tank suit
into a slick, chic and even sexy
article.
Colors often blaze as neon-hot,
according to manufacturers from
both Miami, Florida and the Riviera. A firm called Ritchie from
Florida attracted all eyes in Nice
with their presentation of shocking pink or lavender stretch suits
with coquettish lacy ruffles
around the hip-high-cut derrieres.
"They're great fun to wear,"
said American model Janice Magadan, from Miami.
"I'm offering both hot colors
and navy and white," said AnneMarie Ceci, president of Rivierabased Bip-Bip, whose sportswear
sells well all over Europe. With a
white flower at the bosom, one of
her more modest navy numbers
has an aura of Chanel, without being any kind of copy.

Ruffles and flounced shortie
overskirts on swimsuits are another new idea Ceci and many
others are endorsing for next
summer, and apparently they're
already selling well for the cruise
crowd.
"The point is you wrap that ruffled skirt around your hips and
dance right off the beach to the
disco," said Ceci, who also uses
sparkly lame for several of her
items.

In keeping with the finest tradition of late night television, we proudly present the top 10 things that are hot and are not this spring:
Not:
10.) Andrew Dice Clay, for laying an egg in
10. (Kevin Costner, for his epic western "Dances
With Wolves." The critics said it would fail, but "Ford Fairlane" and for general rudeness.
9.)
Hamburgers, deep-fried foods and various
Costner proved them wrong with an Academy Aother posions some people still insist on putting in
ward for best director.
9.) Low-fat, cholesterol-free food. Everyone, in- their bodies.
8.) Couch potatoes — it's spring, turn off the tv.
cluding Food Operations is offering healthy alternatives.
7.) Kevin Coughlin. What can we say? The stu8.) Going to the Rec center — it's swimsuit dents voiced their opinion in the recent USG election.
season.
6.) Uuns-n-Roses. Welcome to the music world
7.) Mike Sears, who gained support from a diverse group of students and will be charged with jungle.
5.) Saddam Hussein. Again, enough said.
restoring students' faith in USG.
4.) Rickey Henderson and co. When you sign a
6.) C & C Music Factory. Everybody dance now.
5.1 Military leaders H. Norman Schwarzkopf, contract, you stick by it. Case closed.
3.) The city-sponsored party. Who's realistically
Colin Powell, Dick Cheney and President Bush for
going to go to this?
the Gulf War. Enough said.
2.) Stacking beer cans. When the hangover
4.) Albert Belle, the Tribe slugger who looks like
wears off, take the cans to the nearest yellow barhe'll be hitting 'em into Lake Ene all season.
3.) The women's track team for the inspiring rel and do the earth some good.
victory over Indiana last week.
1.) Tuition increases and other extra penny2.) Recycling. Everybody's doing it, and every- flinching fees the administration will enact to pay
or higher faculty salaries. The faculty may have a
body better.
1.) The buildings — how hot does it have to get claim on the money, but after all, we have to sit
through their classes.
for the air conditioning to be turned on?

For a young and flirtatious set,
Olympic's Palmier Bleu line
offers suits with shirring and
little ruffles and even more
modest attractively striped tank
suits with naive "dictation" mottoes on the bust, as well as other
decorative themes — from poppies to starfish and shells.
From the house of Rasurel
comes a whole raft of swimsuit
ideas, mainly one-piece, and
often in charming prints, or with
embroidered decor.
Provocative "bustier" tops on
one-piecers or bras for the bikinis
now have shaped, boned "balco- by Emily Vosbuig
ny" construction for showing off
an attractive bosom. And some
suits even boast "C" bra cup
Most college-aged people are
sizes — an innovation for France,
where only recently the fuller happy just to have a car, or would
bosom burst out on fashion ca- settle for anything that would get
them from point A to point B. Yet,
twalks.
everyone has a "dream car" they
Some of the most daring looks hope to afford some day, which
coming up are from a French varies from time period and genhouse called Sunny Girl — in a eration.
Michael Marsden, popular culstretch blue denim-style fabric,
often combined with eyelet in a ture professor, said the types of
cars that have gained popularity
minimal swimsuit.
But those interested in the chic with the 20 to 30-year-old group
have
changed rather drastically
of beachwear know it entails
more than the swimsuit proper, from decade to decade. In the
and more than the cute but casual 1950s, Marsden said, awareness
of Southern California culture inlong T-shirt seen the world over.
Funny and full shorts, cycling creased and customized cars betights, flowing babydoll trapeze came popular.
"The 50s had the colossus of
Jackets in cotton voile prints are
ust a few of the cover-ups Paris chrome. A lot of those cars were
and Nice are offering to wear to very large with elaborate chrome
design," Marsden said.
the beachside cafe.

Sporty cars catch on
Features such as hardtops and
tailf ins made these cars more desirable. The car with the largest
tailfins was the 1959 Cadillac,
Marsden said.
However, the '57 Chevy has the
reputation as the classic car of
the decade, he added.
"It was a perfect match between body and engine," Marsden said. "The body was not too
heavy and the engine was zippy,
but not overpowering." Marsden
also said "children enjoyed the
same cars that their parents
did," but that was not the case for
'The '60s were different,"
Marsden said.
The Mustang, which premiered
in 1964, was the first car built for
a generation — the baby
boomers, Marsden said.
"It had sportiness and 250,000
possible combinations of options.
It was mass-manufactured but

could be personalized," Marsden
said. "The thing about the Mustang was that it was affordable."
• In the 1970s an interest in offroad and recreational vehicles
developed, he said.
"The jeep became the recreational vehicle for the younger
generation," Marsden said.
Vans and Volkswagen campers
gained popularity as well. Customized vans were extremely
popular, especially those with
paintings on the sides and customized interiors, he said.
People also started buying
compact and sub-compact cars to
conserve gas. "Interwoven in all
this, between the '60s and '70s, the
VW Bug became popular. It was
an anti-statement not looking at
luxury or class, but at practicality ," Marsden said.
In the 1980s, people in the 20 to
30-year-old group began purchas. See Sporty, page 7.
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Health food sales heat up
by Robert Davidson

As students become more
health conscious, the demand for
food low in fat and vegetables is
increasing in on and off-campus
eateries.
University Food Operations director Jane Schimpf said campus
eating desires have turned away
from traditional menu items, including pork and milk and are
leaning toward alternatives like

yogurt and bottled water.
"Students are looking for lower
fat content and flexibility," she
said.
Schimpf stressed Food Operations has also heard demands for
an expanded vegetarian line
lately.
She attributed the changes in
taste to "new choices coming on
the scene," including flavored
bottled waters and fruit juices.
The hottest items in fast food
are also low fat and include
chicken dishes. Wendy's restuar-
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A new color attitude . . .
never more natural than
JUST BLUSH!
One continuous blush
from eye to cheek . . .
four new shades with
lipstick to match.
It's all you need now . .
the singular appeal of
makeup that's more ban
than there. Eyes and
cheeks dusted with
one delicate unicolor
blush . . . lips and
nails that blush in
harmony ... a look
that's natural.

JUST
BLUSH!

Available at our Estee
Lauder counter now.
Collection 9.00

M-T-W-Sal

Thurs-Fri
Sun

ant corporate communications
manager Susan Kosling said
' 'lighter foods are here to stay."
According to Kosling, Wendy's
is now frying foods only in low
cholesterol com oil and has added
a grilled chicken sandwich to
their menu.

bles.
"[The foods] just never made
it," she said.
A second generation of TV dinners and several brands of tortilla chipsare making it in grocery
sales, according to Ray Marvin,
co-manager of Kroger, 1096 N.
Main.

While demands for "lighter"
foods are at a record high, Kosling said the company's light food
Marvin said improved TV dinmenu, started in 1386, is now de- ner meals are gaining in popufunct. Trie menu included items larity as the .single population
like cottage cheese and vegeta- grows.

K):OOam 5 30pm
IO:OOam 8 (M)pm
12 noon - 5:OOpm

The
Tanning
Center
20 visits for $40
10 visits for $25
5 visits for $15
1 free visit when
you purchase a
package at
regular price.

3 convenient locations:
143 w. Wooster
248 N. Main
993 S. Main
We honor local
competitors lower
advertised prices.

Lawyers
invading
networks
by Jerry Buck
APTckvWon Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
It's difficult to turn on television today without tripping over a lawyer, and a lot
of them are in high heels.
Women attorneys on
ABC's "Equal Justice" and
CBS' "The Antagonists"
vigorously prosecute suspects, while others may be
defended with equal vigor
on CBS' "The Trials of Rosie O'Neill" or ABC's "Gabriel's Fire."
On NBC's "L.A. Law,"
which started the courtroom trend, women lawyers
prosecute and defend.
"It's interesting to see
strong women," says Debrah Farentino, who plays
prosecutor Julie Janovich
on "Equal Justice." "We're
not just housewives any
more. I think it's because
more women are in production today. Women in power
are putting women Into
roles. I think demographics
has a lot to do with it too."
Since NBC's "LA. Law"
argued its first case in 1986,
lawyers have taken root in
prime time.
"Five vears ago there
were no law shows," says
Steven Bochco, co-creator
of "L.A. Law." "And now
there are several, and those
are absolutely legitimate,
credible and appropriate
rules for women.
Bochco adds: "The prevailing wisdom before 'I..A.
Law' was that those shows
don't succeed. Now that
I. A. Law' has succeeded,
the prevailing wisdom Is
that they can succeed."

Catch thai summer Feeling •

jags,

R.E. Management

J0P^\kr'

113 Railroad Street 352-9302

Location

Summer Price

Campus Manor
733 Manvllle
815 Second St.
825 Third St.
701 Fourth Si.
Rockledoe Manor
755 Manvllle
841 Eighth St.

S550
S550
S550
$450
$550
$550
S550
$550
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Sporty

Variety is the key
in picking plays
by Mm'i-ll.i Raleigh

University theater department productions entertain students
and the community, and choosing which plays to perform is an
involved process with many considerations.
The main goal in choosing the plays is getting a variety. "We're looking for a diverse season so we have something for everybody," assistant theater professor Margaret McCubbin said.
A good variety includes a number of classics and contemporary plays, topical plays and plays with general appeal, McCubbin said. Musicals are performed every other year and experimental plays are also considered.
Choosing the plays is a lengthy process, according to theater
chairperson Allen Kepke. The department's play selection
committee begins reviewing 5O60 proposals for the following
year late in the fall semester. The proposals are submitted by
theater department faculty members and students.
The committee then reads, reviews and discusses the proposals. Plays are eliminated because of technical difficulties or if
similar plays are being considered, McCubbin said. Other considerations include available budget, resources and the casting
pool.
"It becomes a complicated balancing act," Kepke said.
The committee votes on the plays and submits their choices to
the department for final approval.

l I Continued from page 5.
ing "status symbol" cars such as
Volvo, BMW, Mercedes, and
Audi. Hondas also gained popularity, he said.
"An affinity for Japaneese imports seems to have developed,"
Marsden said.
According to local car salesmen, the popular cars of the '90s
are sporty but practical.

Jim Smith, salesman at Al
Smith Chrysler, said that twodoor cars, such as Colts, Sundance and Shadows in the
$7.000-$10,000 range appear to be
selling to younger customers.
"Younger people are buying
more stylish sportscars and the
older people are buying cars that
are more conservative," said
George Peters, salesman at Dick
Wilson Pontiac, Buick and GMC.

Pontiac's Grand Prix and
Grand Am and Buick's Regal,
LeSabre and Park Avenue seem
to be selling well to the 20 to
30-year-old group, he added.
Joe Lehmann, salesman from
Dishop Nissan, said the 1991 Nissan Sentras are very popular and
he expects the NX2000 and
NXlfSOOto be the best-selling cars
of the year.

Campus Pollyeyes
440 E. Court
352 - 9638
Pagliais
945 S. Main
352 ■ 7571

Three facutly members, one graduate student and one undergraduate student serve on the committee. The department is
careful to chose at least one person familiar with technical considerations, one stage manager and one actor, former committee member Lisa Hansen said.
Serving on the committee gives students a sense of being represented, McCubbin said.
Theata Alpha Phi, a national theater honorary organization,
has the privilege of producing one play per year which the members choose, Hansen said. The organization considers plays that
deal with socially relevant topics but they also like to produce
comedies, she said.
Senior theater major Hansen said the department tries not to
produce plays it has performed in the past 10 years.

Wed. Spaghetti «2.00
Thur. Lasagna f2.50
Medium 12"
pizza with one
item and a
Qt. of Soda
I (specify thin or pan) ]
only $6.00
expires 4/30/91

The theater department produces 12 plays per year. The plays
for next year include a Woody Allen comedy. Play It Again
Sam.Amadeus, and an Andrew Lloyd Weber musical, Joseph
and the Amazing Technicolor Dream Coat
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Decades

Hair styles revert
to 'sleek' sixties

[: Continued from page 3.
Most programs in the 1970s
were "T & A" programs such as
"Charlie's Angles' and "Wonder
Woman," Kile said.
The nation was in turmiol in
1976 following the Watergate
scandal and the U.S. failure in
Vietnam, and the government
made an attempt to pull the nation together with the 1976 Bicentenial celebration, Kile said.
Kile said the election of Jimmy
Carter as President in 1976 was
also a significant event which
needs to be looked at closer.
"We have to ask if Jimmy Carter was elected because Ford was
a goofball, or because Ford was
with Nixon or because Carter was
more down to earth," she said.
Carter had problems in 1979
when 54 Americans were taken
hostage in Iran and he was unable
to release them during his term,
she added.

(AP) — Softer, sleeker and neater hairstyles go with the 1960s retrospective fashion styles being offered this season.
"The silhouette and balance harken back to the movement, volume
and wave of the '60s, but there is a much softer, more diffused feeling
about the styles," said Philip Voss Jr., head of Zotos International,
which makes hair care products.
While hair may be short, neatly trimmed at the sides and nape of the
neck, it can be cut longer at the crown, for more a fuller effect, he
says. The styles can either hug the head or expand with texture.
These styles will have movement, or "swing," according to AlbertoCulver, another hair products maker. Texture and movement will
yield styling options, with hair either falling free with the cut or swept
up for special effects.
Hair will be more controlled and finished, but "inviting," according
to the company. Other forecasts: There will be mixing of long and
short, straight and curly hair in a single style; hair will be lifted for
more volume; it will be shinier, with the use of hennas, cellophanes,
glistening gels or highlights; there will be 1960s-style flicks, fringes,
flips and pixies. The styles will be long-lasting and easy to care for.

LET OS DO THE COOKING...
HOME COOKED MEALS AT

Major personalities of the 1970s
included Nixon, Carter, Steven
Speilberg and Alan A Ida. while
some popular music groups were
the Eagles and Led Zepplin, Kile
said.

Whitney Houston, Madonna, and
Quiet Riot.
Vietnam movies and television
programs also became more numerous with "Rambo" movies,
"Platoon," and "China Beach,"
Kile said.

The early 1980s were dominated by greed, with groups such as
yuppies and preppies showing
much greed and want for possessions and the growth of power of
Donald Trump, but Kile said peoele became less possesive later in
le decade.
"People realized the pot of gold
was no longer there to grab," she
said.

The growing divorce rate also
made the f a mily less important in
the 1980s, she said.
Kile said it is hard to tell what
the trends of the 1990s will be, but
there seems to be a tendancy to
go towards "untrendyness."
Many people seem to be waiting for the "twenty some thing"
generation to take control, she
said.
Significant events of the 1980s
"People are wondering what
included the attempted assasina- we are going to do," Kile said.
tion of Ronald Reagan and the
Pope, the launch of the space
The Persian Gulf War caused
shuttle, the Iran-Conta scandle "knee-jerk patriotism," Kile
and 1984 Olympics, Kile said.
said, because while many people
Reagan was an appropriate supported the war, they did not
President for a nation needing a know what was being fought over.
"grandfather-like figure," Kile
said.
Consent about the environment
is becoming less of a trend and
The music industry was frag- more of a way of life, Kile said.
mented, Kile said, with a diver"We are going back to the 'take
sity of groups such as the Police, what you need, let the rest go by'
U2, Bon Jovi, the Cars, Billy Joel, view from the'60s," she said.

x SPECIAL OFFER
^
$

3O0m 3O
with this coupon - offer expires May 1,1991

Sun ■ Thurs
6 am - 10 p.m
Fri • Sat
6 a.m. - 1130 p.m

vans
RESTAURANT

1726 E. Wooster

(

For carry out,
call 352-2193

Just a few smiles from home.

ZJke A ojfd of iKentlna!/

k
at

Outofc OrtnC, l™.

■•Includes 1 page phototypesetting
■•Fine paper - Quality printing
• Quick Service
•Convenient Downtown Location
111 South Main 352-5762

Spend the summer in luxury
by our pool and In our
air conditioned apartments
• featuring low summer rates*

woodland mall
*

CANARY G THE ELEPHANT
HOT • seashells. bright jewelry
WOT neon, single bracelets
CLAIRE'S BOUTIQUE
HOT • mood rings, crystals
MOT pastel accessories

FASHION BUG PLUS
HOT • split skirts
NOT ■ fluorescent colors
FIESTA HAIR FASHIONS
HOT • cellophanes
HOT - teasing

JC PENNEY

DOLLAR TREE
HOT summer toys, frisbees
MOT ■ halter tops, swim rings

HOT men's boxers for women
NOT neon colors

DEB SHOP
HOT florals
NOT neon colors

NUGGETS G FRIES
HOT cheese sticks, onion rings
NOT • hot dogs, chicken nuggets

ELDER-BEERMAN
HOT shortalls. black & white
NOT ■ ripped jeans, jams

WALDENBOOKS
HOT ■ Silence of the Lambs" • T. Harris
NOT Cher Forever Fit" * R. Haas

^J

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APTS
352-9135

